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Briefly describe the three steps of the renormalisation group (RG) and explain how
they result in a flow of the parameters that specify the free energy.

Consider the free energy for a real scalar field φ with cubic interaction,

F [φ] =

∫
ddx

1

2
(∇φ)2 +

1

2
µ20φ

2 + λ0φ
3.

Perform the first step of RG to determine the shifted coupling µ′ 2 to leading, non-trivial
order in λ0.

Perform the first step of RG to determine the shifted coupling λ′ to leading, non-
trivial order in λ0.

[You may use Wick’s theorem without proof, and the fact that, in the absence of

interactions, 〈φkφk′〉 = (2π)dδd(k+ k′)G0(k) where G0(k) = (k2 + µ20)
−1. You may leave

your final answer for µ′ 2 and λ′ in integral form.]

2

A system is described by two, real scalar fields φ1 and φ2. The free energy is given
by

F [φ1, φ2] =

∫
ddx

1

2
(∇φ1)

2 +
1

2
(∇φ2)

2 +
µ21
2
φ21 +

µ22
2
φ22 + g(φ21 + φ22)

2

with g > 0, while µ2i , i = 1, 2 can take either sign.

a) Suppose that |µ21| > |µ22|. Find the mean field ground state of the system for
different values of µ2i , i = 1, 2 and describe the different symmetry breaking patterns that
occur. Determine the critical exponents βi, defined as φi ∼ (−µi)

2βi , for i = 1, 2 close to
the critical point.

What is meant by the lower critical dimension. Identify the lowest critical dimension
for the system above and give an argument that no ordered phase exists. [You need not
solve for the relevant field configurations, but you should describe their properties.]

b) Suppose now that µ2 ≡ µ21 = µ22. What is the lower critical dimension? In
the lower critical dimension, compute the anomalous dimension η of the complex scalar
ψ = φ1+ iφ2 in the ordered phase. Give an argument that suggests a phase transition will
occur when µ2 = −4g/π.
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Briefly describe how one can assign scaling dimensions to interaction terms at
a critical point. Explain how this can be used to separate interactions into relevant,
irrelevant or marginal, and comment on the implication for universality.

At a critical point in d dimensions, the correlation function of a scalar field behaves
as

〈φ(x)φ(0)〉 ∼
1

rd−2+η

for some critical exponent η. Close to this critical point, the correlation length ξ depends
on the reduced temperature t = |T − Tc|/Tc as ξ ∼ t−ν for some critical exponent ν.

i) Show that the heat capacity scales as c ∼ t−α with α = 2− νd.

ii) Show that, in the ordered phase, φ ∼ tβ for some β that you should determine.

The beta functions, for µ2 ∼ t and a coupling g, computed perturbatively in g, are
given by

dµ2

ds
= 2µ2 −

2Λ4

Λ2 + µ2
g2 +O(g6)

dg

ds
= bg2 − cg4 +O(g6)

where b, c > 0 and Λ is the UV cut-off.

iii) Identify the Gaussian fixed point. What are the scaling dimensions of µ2 and g
about the Gaussian fixed point? What is the critical exponent ν about this fixed point?

iv) Identify a second, interacting fixed point. What is the requirement on b and c
for us to trust the existence of this fixed point? Draw the RG flows for this system. What
is the critical exponent ν at the interacting fixed point, computed to leading non-trivial
order in g2?
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